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I’ve been using Gigapixel AI for quite some time and I’ve been very impressed with the 
results. 

What does it do?  Gigapixel AI is an ‘Artificially Intelligent’ (AI) plug-in, which offers the ability 
to make quality up-sampled enlargements from an image of up to 600%.  

For example, if you have an photo where the really important part you want is rather too 
small within the frame, when cropped, to give an acceptable image, Gigapixel AI will offer a 
much better chance of getting a good result.  Alternatively, you may want to produce a really 
large, poster-size print from the original image. 

To test and illustrate this, I’ve recently carried out an experiment.  Below is a hand-held 
photo of Worcester Cathedral from our lounge window using my Sony A6500 (crop sensor) 
camera with the Sony 18-200mm lens at 76mm focal length.  The original RAW file is 
6000pxl x 4000pxl.  By the way, any dots in the sky are pigeons and seagulls! 
 

 
 

Viewing the image at 1:1(actual pixels) in Lightroom, the challenge was to take the 1:1 area 
as seen, use this ‘close-up’ as my ‘cropped area’ and upsample it up to 6000 x 4000.  This 



would provide quite a test for the resampling software.  In fact I decided to look at two areas 
to give a better understanding of the result. You can see the two areas to be cropped and 
upsamapled outlined in red below. 

Tower Detail Crop

 

 Transept Detail Crop

 



 

To present a comparison, I used Photoshop CC to carry out the first test.   

I cropped each image to the area shown in red.   Once cropped, the image pixel dimensions 
were 1174 x 783 pxls.  This was the starting point for both Photoshop and Gigapixel AI 

 

 Next, using Image > Image Size, I ‘resampled’ (choosing ‘Bicubic’) up to 6000pxls wide.  

This is the result from Photoshop at 6000pxls wide for the tower area  

Photoshop resample Tower

 

 

 

 



I repeated the crop and used Topaz Gigapixel AI and here’s the result at 6000pxls wide: 

Gigapixel Upsampled Tower

 

 

Below are the results for the transept crop     

 

Photoshop Resample

 



Gigapixel AI

 

 

Viewing at full screen, superficially, there appears not very much to choose much between 
the Photoshop and Gigapixel AI.  There are some differences when seen upon a monitor but 
the JPEG illustrations here are unable do justice to such subtleties. However when one 
examines both results at the scale of 1:1 (actual pixels), important differences become 
apparent.  Let’s take that closer look. 

The Photoshop upsampled images (below) are less well defined and less contrasty than the 
Gigapixel equivalents.   

Gigapixel AI versions (below) are definitely crisper, contain more detail and generally look 
‘livelier’.  Both PS and Gigapixel reveal a level of ‘noise’ in the plain sky and Gigapixel AI 
contains more ‘noise’ but this is very acceptable at ‘normal viewing’.  



Photoshop Resample

 

Gigapixel AI

 



Photoshop Resample

 

Gigapixel AI

 

However, don’t forget, these 1:1 (screen-grab) views from part of the whole image, are pretty 
hefty enlargements compared to the original scene. 

 
 



This test has been deliberately extreme to discover how Gigapixel AI performs.  In reality if 
one sought to make a print from the chosen area, the pixel width would be in the order of 
some 3,000 t0 3,500 pixels and any resulting artefacts be very much reduced. 

 

Using Gigapixel, the process is in two stages.  First save the (cropped) image as a TIFF.  
Next, open Gigapixel and select the amount of resizing required, there are presets from 0.5x 
up to 6x plus a custom scale facility. As alternative to scale, the width and height can also be 
set. 

 

Here’s the description of how Gigapixel AI works, gleaned from their website: 

‘Traditional up-scale methods use “interpolation” (bi-cubic, Lanczos, fractal, etc.) to create 
higher resolution images, but exhibit limitations such as loss of detail and sharpness, which 
causes very pixelated and blurry upsampled images. Gigapixel AI, however, analyzes the 
image and recognizes details and structures and “completes” the image with AI models that 
we have trained in our lab! 

Topaz AI models are trained with thousands of images with different resolutions to learn how 
to distinguish poorly upsampled images from high-quality upsampled images. During this 



training period, our models not only learn to distinguish quality, but also learn to recognise 
certain structures within the image. This information is committed to memory and used later 
as a reference to complete and achieve high-quality upsampled images.’  
Topaz Labs. 

I rarely need to use such extreme upsampling but it’s very comforting to know that when it’s 
necessary, Gigapixel AI will provide the answer. 

As a further test, here’s an example using an image of a heron contributed by Gill. 

 

Above:  Original Image 

The image was cropped to isolate the bird.  This resulted in an image of  2871 x 1904 pxls – 
which would be a bit too small for a satisfactory A3 print.  Using Gigapixel AI it was 
upsampled to 6000 x 4000pxls. See below. 



 

 

Above:  Detail from the upsampled image. 

 

 



A more severe crop gave dimensions of 1539 x 1028pxls which would be inadequate for an 
A4 print.  This was again upsampled by Gigapixel AI to 6000 x 4000pxls.  More than good 
enough for an A3 print 

 

 

Above:  Detail from the upsampled image. 



The ‘real world’ results above illustrate very well the power and usefulness of Gigapixel AI 

Should you be interested in Topaz Gigapixel AI, there’s a link on my website to Topaz.  
There’s also a 15% off discount code (for all Topaz products) which, when used through my 
website Topaz link, will apply the discount.  Visit: 

http://www.crhfoto.co.uk/crh/topaz_intro_01/topaz_01.htm 

 

 

 

 


